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Thursday, February 15

Deuteronomy 30: 15-20, Luke 9: 22-25
“I have set before you life and death, the blessings and the curse.
Choose life.” Deuteronomy 30:19
How do we “choose life”? How do we reach for the blessings and
shun the curse? Our society tempts us to grab for power, status,
money, and the comforts they promise, and our culture cheers us
on as we negotiate that slippery slope of success. Is there a cost to
gaining this worldly success?
Jesus, our prophet and teacher, knows the cost of worldly success.
Through his prophetic words, Jesus excoriates every day wealth
and invites us to carry the cross, not just during Lent but every day.
What a spiritual defeat it is to preserve our lives with wealth yet
subsequently lose our souls.
There is hope, for we can “go after Jesus” by taking up his cross of
sacrifice and nonviolent love. We might discover during these
penitential days that the true meaning of the Christian life is found
not in the curse of self-aggrandizement but in the blessing of selfsacrifice.
Can we approach these Lenten days as a practice of other-centered
love, not as self-negation, but as the way to “choose life and live”? Can
we reach out to another in their suffering need today?

Tuesday, March 20
Nehemiah 21:4-9, John 8:21-30
“So they said to him, ‘Who are you?’ Jesus answered: ‘What I have
been telling you from the beginning.’” John 8:25
What incredible words: “Who are you?” This is a question we often
ask ourselves and God as we attempt to know God from the
deepest, interior part of our being. The necessity for prayer and
contemplative practice are the cornerstones of our life here at the
Agape Community, where we pray on a schedule, twice a day, with
an optional meditation in the evening. As we have moved through

the Scriptures daily for 35 years with all who come to the
community, with or without any official faith affiliation, a bond of
searching has encompassed our reflections. We constantly ask,
“Who are you?”
For me as a community elder, I have come to a confirmative
answer: Jesus is the very essence of nonviolence. I have staked my
life on Jesus, the One who drew me to the gospel of unconditional
love and has transformed me from the center. I know who Jesus is,
because my thoughts and actions have been informed by him, the
one who stands in solidarity with the hemorrhaging woman, favors
the lowly and rejected, and calls women to ministry. Jesus shows us
who he is. The Samaritan woman tells Jesus that a messiah is
coming, and Jesus offers “living water” and reveals the deepest part
of himself saying, “I who speak to you am he.” He is the messiah,
and he comes with a nonviolent message to transform us and the
world.
Let us ask Jesus today, “Who are you in my life today, at this moment
and how are you shaping and changing it?”
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